
FIVE STAR REVIEWS

Marshall elizabeth Yvonne
2 reviews

I had a recent storm blow off some shingles on my roof. I 
contacted these guys and was very pleased with how 
prompt their response was. They are fairly priced and do 
great workmanship for such an affordable price! I would 
recommend them without hesitation to anyone who needs 
roof repair or replacement.

Kamel Farouk
8 reviews

We are very happy with the job that Greater Austin Roofers 
did for us. They replaced our entire roof in a timely manner 
and left it looking great! Cody, their representative, 
explained each step during our meeting so I knew what 
would happen next. His professionalism impressed me 
which made this project go smoothly - thank you again 
guys!

Greater Austin

(737) 204-7821

Greater Austin Roofers

John C. Martinez
2 reviews

Working with Cody at Greater Austin Roofers has been a 
great experience. He is very professional and 
knowledgeable. His workmanship speaks for itself in 
terms of the quality of the products that he provides. His 
communication during this process was exceptional - 
always ensuring you know what\'s going on so there are 
no surprises or issues along the way.

Justin Dixon
1 review

We were referred to Greater Austin Roofers by our 
neighbors, who said that they are a great company. The 
first time we met Cody he put together an impressive 
sample display for us and helped us stay within budget. 
We would highly recommend them if you\'re looking into 
getting new roofing done.

Christopher Aguilar
2 reviews

We had a great experience with Greater Austin Roofers. 
They were professional and very responsive, which made it 
easy for us in the process of getting quotes from different 
companies! The pricing was fair. We needed installation of 
a new roof plus removal/installation of a chimney (timing 
couldn\'t have been better). We highly recommend these 
guys if you need your roof done!!

Guler Misaw
5 reviews

I can\'t say enough good things about these guys! The 
price they offered us was more than fair, and we were able 
to work with them on our timeline because of their 
responsiveness. They also worked hard at making sure 
that everything would go smoothly based off an HOA 
approval - this helped out a lot when there\'s such tight 
deadlines (especially during winter). In short: if you need 
roofing services done, then hire these fellas right away

Jason Harrison
2 reviews

Strong winds blew my old satellite dish off my roof and it 
caused some damage to the shingles. I called around for 
quotes, but Greater Austin Roofers by far had the best 
price for the quality of service they offered. So I hired 
them. Great customer service!

rory jones
6 reviews

Our condo association voted to hire Greater Austin 
Roofers and we are happy with that decision. They 
replaced the shingles and flashing of our roof. We reached 
out to other contractors in the area, but only they came off 
as reliable. We also found them to be friendly.

Jeanie Kirklin
Local Guide · 15 reviews

This company is so good at what they do. There were a lot 
of rainstorms recently that caused some leaks on our roof 
but thanks to these guys at Greater Austin Roofers, we 
don\'t have to worry about it again.

Charles Torres
4 reviews

The roofers showed up on time and did a great job. Cody 
recommended that I wasn\'t going to need an entire new 
roof, which saved us money!
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